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Please read all instructions before you begin.

Gloves have several internal seams which can be stitched much more easily by hand rather 
than with a sewing machine.  Use very small overhand stitched using very strong thread 
(i.e. buttonhole twist) or sinew.  Seam allowances are very narrow – less than ¼ inch.

Suggested fabrics – leather or fur

Cutting instructions for one pair of gloves
 Cut 4 of piece F middle finger
 Cut 2 of all other pieces.

Construction

1. Fingers.  Sew 2 pieces of Middle Finger F together around outer edges
 For all other fingers, fold piece in half lengthwise and sew around outer
  edges.

2. Palm. Sew a line of small basting stitches around the thumb on A, between 
 markings.  Sew A and B together, gathering the basting stitches on A to fit 
 between the markings on B.

3. Arrange fingers in order – Index, Middle, Ring and Baby finger with all seams 
 on the bottom.  Stitch the curved edge of index finger to a curved edge of 
 middle finger.  Repeat with other fingers.  Now all the fingers of each hand 
 are stitched together.

4. Sew palm to back of hand, matching notches.

5. Beginning with index finger, stitch fingers to back of hand.  Check that you 
 are sewing the seamed side of fingers to back of hand.  At side seam, 
 continue around palm of hand.

6. Stitch remaining side seam.

7. Decorate wrist and back of hand with beads, strips of fur or embroidery
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